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NEW RELEASE 10/11/23  
Confirmed arrivals (unless stated!) 

BAS JAN Back to the Swamp (Fire Records) 

Serafina Steer, Charlotte Stock, Emma Smith and Rachel Horwood cast an 

examining eye over modern times, lost love, Tarot intuition and long days in an 

everyday swamp. Awash with lush 

chorale effects, orchestral hewn loops, pin sharp electronic beats and sublime 

harmonies 

CD £12.99 // Ltd Orange Crush LP £22.99 

THE BEATLES The Red Album 62-66 - 2023 Edition 

2CD Digi  £21.99  // 3LP (Black) 180g Half Speed Master £65.99 

THE BEATLES The Blue Album 67-70- 2023 Edition 

2CD Digi  £21.99  // 3LP (Black) 180g Half Speed Master £65.99 

BEIRUT Hadsel 
Recorded in the Norwegian island of Hadsel shortly after a physical and mental 

break forced Condon to cancel his 2019 tour, Condon was looking for a place to 

recover after being left in a state of shock and self-doubt 

CD £12.99 // Icebreaker LP £24.99 

BRIGHT EYES A Christmas Album (Dead Oceans) 

Clear Red LP £25.99 

CAT POWER Cat Power Sings Dylan: The 1966 Royal Albert Hall Concert 

(Domino Records) 

A spellbinding song-for-song recreation of one of the most fabled and 

transformative live sets of all time delivered by Cat Power in November 2022 

2CD £12.99 // Indies White 2LP £28.99 

CHRIS STAPLETON Higher 
CD £11.99 

DAVID HOLMES FEAT. RAVEN VIOLET Blind On A Galloping Horse 

(Heavenly Recordings) 

CD £10.99  //  2LP £30.99 

DUFF MCKAGAN Lighthouse  
CD £11.99 

EDWIN R STEVENS God On All Fours (Ankst) 

Emerging from behind the shadow of his “singer/songwriter” alias, Irma Vep, 

Stevens perhaps reveals more of himself as a human being than ever before. If 

Irma Vep’s overpowering compulsion was for self-analysis bordering on self-

flagellation (as hilarious and thrilling as that often was), under his own name his 

stories seem more well-rounded, more honest. 

LP £17.99 

 



FUSE (Richie Hawtin) Dimension Intrusion (Warp) 

Indies 2LP £25.99 

GERAINT WATKINS Aide-Memoire 

a forty-one track two CD set which draws attention to a wondrous selection of 

material from albums in a solo career that has only rarely been glimpsed between 

Watkins' distinguished work for other artists. 

2CD £12.99 

GET THE BLESSING Pallett 
An exploration of the nexus of improvisation and modern production. Grounded 

by thick, punchy bass lines and playful drum grooves, the record creates deep 

sonic spaces through the use of dizzying delays, squelching filtered loops and trails 

CD £12.99 // LP £25.99 

HELMET LEFT 

A triumphant return to the studio after a seven-year hiatus 

CD £16.99  //  LP £24.99 

THE JIMI HENDRIX EXPERIENCE Live At The Hollywood Bowl: 1967 

Previously unreleased live concert from the Jimi Hendrix Experience from 1967. The 

concert, which took place at the Hollywood Bowl in California in August 1967, 

features the original Experience line up of Mitch Mitchell on drums and Noel 

Redding on bass. 

CD £11.99  //  LP £22.99 

JON LANGFORD & THE MEN OF GWENT Lost On Land And Sea (Country 

Mile) 

CD £11.99 

JOHNNY FLYNN & ROBERT MACFARLANE The Moon Also Rises  
At its heart are the oldest themes of all: death and renewal, darkness and light. 

The first five tracks are songs of burial, shadows and memory, while the final four 

are songs of awakening, light and love. The album turns around a central song, 

‘The Sun Also Rises’, which stands with a foot in both dark and light 

DINKED EDITION Galaxy orange-black LP + Bonus 7” + Signed & hand-numbered 

insert £24.99 // CD in transit £11.99 

KENNY BURRELL K.B. Blues (Tone Poet / Blue Note) 

Recorded in 1957, Kenny Burrell’s 3rd session as a leader for Blue Note presented 

the guitarist’s signature stylings with a crack team of hard boppers featuring 

Horace Silver, Hank Mobley, Doug Watkins and Louis Hayes. 

LP £37.99 

KEVIN MORBY More Photographs (A Continuum) (Dead Oceans) 

With a luxurious nine tracks - three re-imaginings and six brand newsongs - ‘More 

Photographs (A Continuum)’ is prequel, sequel andprimer to an already rich and 

generous record from one of our mostluminous modern songwriters 

Coke Bottle LP £22.99 

THE MARY WALLOPERS Irish Rock 'N' Roll 
CD (finally with us!) £10.99 //  LP out some weeks ago  

NEW ORDER Substance  
Remastered 2CD £12.99   //   Ltd Remastered 4CD Set Inc. alt. versions and extra 

b-sides + an unreleased concert, Live from Irvine Meadows, California, 12th 



September 1987, where the band uniquely played the entire album in 

sequence   // 

Ltd Remastered 2LP 180g Red (disc1) & Blue (disc2) £49.99 

PINKPANTHERESS Heaven knows  
Following on from her critically acclaimed mixtape to hell with it, the debut album 

reveals PinkPantheress’ inner self-reflection as she explores various types of 

relationships, including romantic, parasocial, materialistic pursuits, grief, and 

finding contentment within loneliness. 

CD £10.99 // LP Ltd 140g 12" White LP £31.99 

QUANTIC Dancing While Falling 

The new album by Quantic aka multi instrumentalist, DJ, composer and producer 

Will Holland is in many ways an evolution. Now 20years into his career, ‘Dancing 

While Falling’ is the British-born New York-based artist’s most live sounding, 

euphoric and, in his own words, grownup release to date. 

CD £10.99 // LP £22.99 

R.E.M. Up- 25th Anniversary Edition 

2LP 180g £37.99 

SKINSHAPE Craterellus Tubaeformis Lewis Recordings 

The former member of indie band Palace is taking his place alongside the likes of 

Khruangbin, Tame Impala, Bonobo and Madlib, Skinshape’s global kaleidoscopes 

are loaded with warmth and wisdom created on vintage analogue equipment 

applying a perfectionist’s touch. 

CD £12.99 

SNOW PATROL Songs For Polar Bears 25th Anniversary 
White On Clear Splatter LP £29.99 

SPEEDY J Ginger (Warp) 

Debut studio album by Dutch electronic music producer and originally released in 

June 1993 as part of Warp Records’ ‘Artificial Intelligence’ series. Remastered in 

2021, the reissue contains the original design by long time Warp collaborators The 

Designers Republic" 

Indies 2LP £25.99 

STEVEN ADAMS (Broken Family Band) Drops  
CD £10.99 

SUN RA The Futuristic Sounds of Sun Ra 

180g LP £31.99 

SUNWATCHERS Music Is Victory Over Time (Trouble in Mind Records) 

CD £12.99 // Blue / Red LP £22.99 

VARIOUS Wig Out! Freak Out! (Freakbeat & Mod Psychedelia Floorfillers 

1964-1969) (Two-Piers)  
Not intended to be a rare crate diggers album, but rather a gateway to give 

listeners a flavour of the scene and allow them to go off and discover new and 

brilliant hidden gems within the Freakbeat and Mod Psychedelia genre 

CD £10.99 // Transparent Coke Bottle Green LP £36.99 



STILL IN TRANSIT // Hopefully to arrive sometime  

on Friday 10th Nov: 

D'VIRGILIO, MORSE & JENNINGS Sophomore  
Nick D’Virgilio (Big Big Train, ex-Spock’s Beard), Neal Morse (Transatlantic, NMB, 

Flying Colors) &amp; Ross Jennings (Haken, Novena) 

Ltd CD £12.99 

JOHN MORELAND Live at Third Man Records 

LP £16.99 

LONELY THE BRAVE What We Do To Feel 
Creating music that shines like the sun through your kitchen window in the morning 

and injects that light straight into your heart. 

CD Album £10.99 // Pink / Transparent LP £19.99 

PASSENGER All The Little Lights (Anniversary Edition) 

Sees the seminal album entirely re-recorded and completely re-imagined as 

Passenger infuses these songs with another decade of experience and wisdom, 

and calls upon Foy Vance, Gabrielle Aplin, Nina Nesbitt, and longtime friend and 

touring buddy, Ed Sheeran, for special collaborations. 

CD £11.99 // 2CD (inc acoustic versions) // Sunrise LP £25.99 

SYMPOSIUM Keeping The Secret 
Following last year's best of, this release compiles fourteen of the most special b-

sides and rarities carefully curated in one place 

CD £11.99 // Red/White Splatter LP £25.99 

TODD SNIDER Crank It, We’re Doomed 

"Lost" album from Todd Snider, featuring previously unreleased songs, recordings, 

and versions. 

CD £10.99 

STILL IN TRANSIT // Hopefully to arrive sometime early next week: 

BEAR'S DEN First Loves / White Magnolias (Communion Records) 

folk-pop duo Bear's Den return once again to release a pair of new EPs 

CD £9.99 // Yellow LP £19.99 

JOHN FRANCIS FLYNN Look Over The Wall, See The Sky 

Flynn delicately unpicks traditional songs and rearranges them with an emotional 

force that sometimes leaves them unanchored, foating in a surreal space 

between the past and the present, the analogue and the digital, between love 

and tragedy. 

CD £11.99 // Indie Exclusive Green LP £22.99 

 

PLEASE NOTE: Lots of release dates can move at little 

to no notice these days!   
Keep a regular eye on our forthcoming releases page and if 

http://spillersrecords.uk/forthcoming-releases/


you can’t see what you’re after, drop a line or pop in and see 

us. We can reserve most pre-orders with no deposit (as long as 

you plan to collect as soon as release date hits OR we can hold 

as long as needed if payment is made) so send us an email 

ASAP to make your reservations. 

info@spillersrecords.com  /  029 20 224905 
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